Coffee: grounds for debate? An assessment of the relationship between coffeehouses and
the ‘public sphere’ in seventeenth and early eighteenth-century England.
At 84 High Street, a few doors down from the towering spires of Magdalen College, Oxford, passersby are greeted with the welcoming blue façade of The Grand Café. Upon entering the chandeliered
establishment, one quickly finds themselves subsumed into the milieu of the customers’ chitterchatter and regurgitation of whatever instantly-gratifying (or more likely, instantly-enraging) story
caught their attention that morning. They are chatting on hallowed ground. Three hundred and
seventy years ago, as civil war waned, and a new political order stood on the horizon, on this very
site a rather similar, but completely new institution was established, one that would embrace so
much more than trivial chat, and instead would become the champion of Jurgen Habermas’ ‘public
sphere’: the coffeehouse.1 Both coffeehouses and the public sphere are terms that have often been
intermingled ever since Habermas penned The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere in
1962, making the public sphere the sine qua non of any prospective coffeehouse historian, and vice
versa. 2 Of the German social theorist’s work, that of particular relevance is his exploration of the
development of the public sphere from the “status attribute” of the ruler, into the ‘bourgeois public
sphere’.3 With the expanse of commerce, an emerging ‘bourgeoisie’ gained a foothold into the
representation of publicity towards the latter half of the seventeenth century. This new ‘public’
began to replace the archaic public sphere where the monarch’s power was presented “not for but
before the people”, with a new sphere, a ‘bourgeois’ sphere, which brought the authority of the
state under enlightened and critical discourse “by the people”.4 It was this rational-critical debate of
the early bourgeois public sphere which, according to Habermas, was so clearly represented in the
coffeehouses of England in their “golden age” in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth
centuries, becoming hubs for discussion and ‘polite’ sociability.5 However, as celebrated as
Habermas may be, he must not be put on a pedestal, as he may have been mischaracterising these
institutions, neglecting some of their gravest limitations. Likewise, perhaps more troublesome is the
frequent aggregation of the more fanciful interpretation of the public sphere with the bourgeois
public sphere of this period. Not only was the scope of discussion restricted, so too was the access to
some of the public sphere’s key elements, including coffeehouses. In light of the potential flaws in
Habermas’ historical perspective, a dichotomy arises between theory and reality, not just between
the theoretical and practical coffeehouse milieu, but also between the abstract concept of the public
sphere and its bona fide realisation.
The historical application of the public sphere is one of polemic. Brian Cowan finds the persistent
employment of the term most worrisome, arguing that it “has become so fluid that with little
imagination it can be applied to almost any time and place”, and that it is precisely this fluidity that
has contributed to its vast success, particularly with its frequent association with the coffeehouse
scene.6 In stark contrast, Steve Pincus claims that a public sphere – “in the Habermasian sense” –
did emerge as early as Restoration England, and that coffeehouses, due to their democratic nature,
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were its prime representative and vehicle.7 This has had a considerable influence on the
coffeehouse-public sphere debate, contributing to an interpretation which takes the theoretical
potential of coffeehouses and holds that they embraced all walks of society and entertained rational
and critically focused discourse, making them a perfect fit for the more fanciful interpretation of the
public sphere. This is not necessarily the case for either coffeehouses or the early bourgeois public
sphere as they existed at the time; what would be more useful would be to take Cowan’s theory of a
“variegated set of publics” to more realistically depict the varying degrees of both quality* of
discourse as well as restrictiveness of access that existed across the complex arena of the public
sphere.8 Controversy aside, what is undervalued in these two dialectical views, is the distinction
between coffeehouses in theory and in practice, and their relationship with the varying
interpretations of the ‘public sphere’.
These new-fangled institutions ought to be investigated on two fronts, since “a public sphere
adequate to a democratic polity depends on both quality of discourse and quantity of
participation”.9 Accordingly, one must first explore the quality of discourse that coffeehouses upheld
in seventeenth and early eighteenth-century England. Primarily, as a drink itself, the ‘syrup of soot’,
despite “tasting not much unlike it”, spread like wildfire across the country – as early as 1652, from
his coffee ‘shack’ in St Michael’s Alley, Pasqua Rosée was selling over 600 dishes of coffee each
day.10 It was the sobering effect that it had which made this novel beverage the perfect facilitator for
the rational debate, and consequently, for the development of the public sphere; but it was not until
the emergence of coffeehouses when the foreign drug could have its startling effect on a public
scale. Not only were customers “trading one intoxicating environment for another without the
potential hangover”, they were also engaging in a space which was more orientated towards critical
discourse, and therefore arguably more ‘public’ than that of taverns or alehouses.11 This public arena
was determined by the very layout of the coffeehouse: the long table, adopted from the
coffeehouses of the Ottoman Empire, made the coffeehouse “a model of sociability” enabling and
even coercing patrons to socialise, making it a “discursive space” (see figure 1).12 Notwithstanding,
this purely demonstrates the conversational potential of coffeehouses; to determine their true
relationship with the ‘public sphere’, both the quality and focus of debate must be underpinned.
Damningly, there is some evidence to suggest that coffeehouses were in fact havens for behaviour
which stood contrary to the ‘polite’ society emerging in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth
centuries. According to Helen Berry, some coffeehouses in this period were “little more than
brothels”, serving the debauched desires of the “infamous” metropolis; hardly spaces which
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attracted politicking and the likes.13 Likewise, one contemporary, upon entering a similar
establishment in the capital, found himself in an “oglio of impertinence”, making reference to,
amongst other things, the “silly fop".14 The derogatory attacks against the ‘fop’ or ‘beau’, highlighted
how “men’s participation within the public sphere provided opportunities not only for conforming to
one’s masculinity but also for exposing oneself to ridicule”.15 These dazzling displays of effeminacy
led to the “Frenchified ‘petit maître’ [being] seen as the bane of the polite coffeehouse society”, as
exhibitionists like the rather unfortunately named Sir John Foppington made coffeehouses their
“stage”.16 This has led John Barrel to claim that, despite there being thousands of coffeehouses in
London alone by the dawn of the eighteenth century, they were nothing more than little “caffs”,
whose clientele were “no more expected to be drawn into a discussion of Shakespeare’s neglect of
the unities than to be offered a latte when they ordered a milky coffee”.17
However, off-comments and derogatory attacks on masculinity should not be taken as clear-cut
evidence for a rowdy, debauched or vulgar coffeehouse milieu. Misogyny and prostitution hardly
reveal the true nature of coffeehouses; another contemporary lamented the fact that “sordid holes
… assumed [the] name [“coffeehouse”] to cloak the practice of debauchery”.18 In fact, some have
argued that coffeehouses became the prime vehicle for the political transformation of the bourgeois
public sphere. Coffeehouses, especially in a period of political upheaval, had the potential to be
politically dangerous institutions, so dangerous that King Charles II, undermined by the critical
atmosphere provided by coffeehouses, attempted to quell them with force with his 1675
Proclamation for the Suppression of Coffeehouses, denouncing them as “nurseries of sedition and
rebellion”.19 The law was so unpopular it had to be abandoned within a fortnight, indicating how the
arena of public affairs seemed to be shifting away from the archaic state, and into the grasping
hands of the ‘public’, via the intermediating “tension-charged field” situated between state and
society that was the bourgeois public sphere.20 But it was not the threat that coffeehouses posed to
the state that was important, but rather it the institutionalisation of “the practice of rational-critical
discourse on political matters”, which, according to Habermas, made them a core part of the
bourgeois public sphere, as people made “public use of their reason”.21 Indeed, upon entering a
coffeehouse one would instantly be greeted with a barrage of questions about any new knowledge
on current affairs to fuel the discussion, inspiring the great John Arbuthnot to write the “Quidnunc’s
[sic]”, a poem about a constant desire for news.22 In this ‘world of letters’, Addison and Steele
invented periodical literature, journals which “raised the standard of debate” and ‘polite’ discussion
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in coffeehouses during the early eighteenth century.23 This has led Pincus to claim that coffeehouses
were “so politically au courant, so ideologically up-to-date, so accurate a gauge of public opinion”
that politicians and journalists frequently visited “to collect news and opinions”.24
This can lead one to believe that most coffeehouses were ‘polite’ and a clear representative of the
public sphere, but only because the vagueness of these two terms leaves rather much left to
interpretation. Both coffeehouses in their ideal and practical aspects of discourse seem to relate
closely to Habermas’ public sphere, even to the extent that coffeehouses acted as “institutional
bases” for the bourgeois public sphere’s transformation from a literary to a political sphere.25
Nevertheless, they don’t entirely fit the mould.
Firstly, according to Habermas, the contribution of coffeehouses towards the development of the
political public sphere, was limited, as the bourgeois public sphere “remained rooted in the world of
letters, even as it assumed political functions”.26 However, this should be understood through the
lens of Habermas’ theory, as in this instance he is claiming that despite the political discourse
emerging in coffeehouses – fuelled by the periodical – it did not lead to the overall transformation of
the bourgeois public sphere away from its literary origins and into a full-blown political public
sphere. Here arises the first instance of a clash not only between the more whimsical public sphere
and the Habermasian public sphere, but also between Habermasian interpretation and what one
could define as the ‘practical public sphere’. By taking a more structural and ideological view,
Habermas fails to emphasise the political discourse upheld by these institutions, even if in his eyes,
owing to cultural and economic factors, the bourgeois public sphere remained rooted in the ‘world
of letters’.27 This is an instance where Habermas is overwhelmed by his own ideology, as despite
praising Addison and Steele’s periodicals and Arbuthnot’s political literature for forming the
discussion of the coffeehouse locale, and for contributing to a “public sphere which functioned in
the political realm”, he is still committed that this political discourse remained within the framework
of a literary public sphere, thereby undermining their political atmosphere.28 Secondly, however, a
significant factor which limits one’s ability to claim that coffeehouses maintained a consistent flow
of rational-critical debate is that it is too simplistic to assume one single coffeehouse culture. Both
the subject of debate and its overall criticality could vary on a myriad of factors; just as the
coffeehouse away from the sprawling metropolis of London maintained a less politically relevant
area of debate as they were far removed from its ideas, coffeehouses within the capital could
entertain varying topics. This could range from political and Parliamentary discussion at St. James’,
to literary lectures and religious debate in Exchange-Alley, all the way to the “plain inhospitable”
coffeehouses of Tilt-yard and Young Man’s, where men would often descend into duels and rancour,
rather than debate the political implications of the Exclusion Crisis.29 Rather, it would be better to
define coffeehouse society, like the bourgeois public sphere, in relation to the idea of a “variegated
set of publics”, with the large majority making some kind of contribution to the wider public sphere,
whether in a literary or political sense, and perhaps a greater political contribution than Habermas
originally claimed. Thirdly, on generalisation and Habermas, his omission of some of the less
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appetising aspects of coffeehouse society, even if they were exceptions to the rule, limits the scope
of his argument and demonstrates his tendency to favour intellectual history when referring to this
period.30 Overall, an analysis of the quality of discourse in coffeehouses reveals how reality doesn’t
quite fit so neatly into theory.
The second, and equally important pillar of the public sphere, adequate to a democratic polity, is the
quantity of participation. Measuring the quantity of participation in coffeehouses is no easy task,
even if one can gauge the approximate number of coffeehouses during this period.31 However, what
reveals engagement in the public sphere much more clearly is an analysis into the diversity of its
participants. In theory, just like with the most flexible and idealistic interpretations of the public
sphere, coffeehouses were egalitarian in their outlook and diverse in their franchise. A frequently
referenced source in relation to the supposed democracy of the coffeehouse locale is a broadside
which reveals much about the duality of coffeehouse and public sphere inclusivity. The ‘Rules and
Orders of the Coffee-House’ (1674), featured alongside an article on the “sober” drink and its
“incomparable effects” in curing diseases, sets out a rather classless view of coffeehouse society:
“First, Gentry, Tradesmen, all are welcome hither, And may without Affront sit down Together […]”
(see figure 2).32 This has led Richard Sennett to argue that the “cardinal rule” of free discourse in
coffeehouses was that “in order for information to be as full as possible, distinctions of rank were
temporarily suspended; anyone sitting in the coffee-house had a right to talk to anyone else”, a
sentiment echoed by Habermas himself in the first of his ‘institutional criteria’, in which
coffeehouses embraced “a kind of social intercourse that, far from presupposing the equality of
status, disregarded status altogether”.33 However, once again ideal and reality clash in a
dichotomous manner, as Habermas acknowledges how “this idea of the public [wasn’t] actually
realized in earnest”.34 Here one can observe another instance where the limitations of coffeehouses
and the early bourgeois public sphere combine. Critics here may point to his third institutional
criterion of inclusivity, yet this concept, he maintains, was available to any private person, “in so far
as they were propertied and educated”.35 This was a key impediment of both coffeehouses and the
early bourgeois public sphere and their quantity of participation, and even some of the most willing
advocates of the egalitarianism of coffeehouses still only note how coffeehouses had their impact
amongst the urban and commercial middle classes, claiming to represent the public; they were
hardly a plebeian public sphere, perhaps a reason why Habermas did not focus on it.36 Just because a
cup of coffee could be purchased for a penny, this did not mean that the mostly uneducated lower
social strata could engage in the debate. Nonetheless, it was partly because the uneducated could
not fully participate in the coffeehouse milieu and early bourgeois public sphere that meant that
discourse could remain rational and critical, and that the state could be the domain of common
concern of the public, however narrow that public really was.
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In addition to social class, it has been claimed that coffeehouses disregarded political outlook, in the
sense that as institutions, they were politically neutral. It is much less common to see historians
make this claim, aside from Pincus who argues that they were open to any man, regardless of his
political ideology.37 Notwithstanding, the point here is not that coffeehouses were politically
exclusionary, quite the opposite in fact, but rather, just as each coffeehouse had its own
specialisation (or “charm” as Pincus acknowledges), each coffeehouse also had a separate political
outlook, and therefore much more significantly, each had, by nature, a segregated clientele.38 Even
Pincus here seems to override his chain of reasoning by demonstrating how coffeehouses were
frequented by both royalists and republicans, and by Tories and Whigs.39 But the clear dividing line is
that each group seemed to have its own coffeehouse, whether it was John’s for the Whigs, Will’s for
the Tories, etc.40 This does not undermine both the ideal and reality that coffeehouses as a whole
were politically open institutions, but it does further reinforce the concept of a “variegated set of
publics”.
Aside from the issues of social class and political outlook, so far, another issue has been overlooked:
gender. Not only is it arguably the most important, it also is the most contentious. On a theoretical
level, women were not prohibited by convention or by law to engage in coffeehouse society, leading
Pincus to claim that there is no reason to believe that women did not do so, in and fact “every
reason to believe that women frequently attended the newly fashionable coffeehouses”.41 Whilst
Pincus’ thesis may over-generalise this complex issue, his argument does at least show elements of
truth when one more closely investigates the social life of women during this period; it is essential to
stress that women did live more public lives during the late seventeenth and early eighteenth
century than it has been previously asserted. Lawrence E. Klein brilliantly notes how social lives of
women during the eighteenth century are too frequently viewed through the lens of the gender
dichotomy of the nineteenth; women had “public dimensions to their lives”, and it was “just as
possible that eighteenth-century culture offered possibilities and opportunities that ceased to be
available in the nineteenth”.42 Amanda Vickery too has commented on how “the female public world
was both larger and much less menacing than historians have often allowed”.43
The extent to which this was evident in coffeehouses is rather less convincing. It is certainly the case
that some women were present in coffeehouses, most often in the operational aspect of things in
the form of proprietors – “coffee-woman” – but also if they were attending auctions, or if they had
relevant business, reflected in the diary of Thomas Bellingham, who in Preston met “with severall
women att ye coffee house”.44 However, these were exceptions, and the exceptions prove the rule.
Not only are the cases “far and few between”, where women did attend events like auctions, not
37
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only were the spaces physically segregated by gender, but also the very notion of the domestic
artefacts being purchased (fine art, vases etc.) reinforced the idea of female domesticity, even if
women had public dimensions to their lives.45 Similarly, Barrel notes how women “evidently were
admitted”, however they were “unlikely to have been invited to participate in what appears to have
been the exclusively masculine practice, even homosocial rite, of coffeehouse-conversation”.46 This
excellently demonstrates how coffeehouses were not purposefully exclusionary or misogynistic
institutions, but by nature the very debate they entertained was not considered feminine. Women
could be, and importantly were present in some cases, although their ability to engage in a
contextually masculine practice was arduous at best. This most certainly refutes the idea that
coffeehouses in terms of their gender inclusivity represented the more whimsical and vague public
sphere that Pincus claims they did. What it does reinforce however, is the concept of a “variegated
set of publics”, in which there were two “interlocking spheres” of masculine and feminine activity.
Men and women shared a number of public – largely leisure orientated – activities, and indeed
women were beginning to be considered equals to men in terms of their intellectual capacity, and
engaged in a number of public spheres, not only tea rooms but also in the practices of business and
even open religious dissent in some instances.47 However, while the feminine public sphere was
expanding, in practical terms it did not extend to coffeehouses, which remained a more separate
and closed-off masculine sphere, perhaps even more so that Habermas was willing to acknowledge,
a common feminist critique of his theory.48 Whatever the case, just as the limited social strata of the
coffeehouse clientele allowed for a politically-focused rational-critical debate, so too did the lack of a
female presence, shown in the contrast in their political gravity in comparison to salons and tearooms, which entertained more trivial discourse, a distinction that Habermas acknowledges.49
In conclusion, it is undeniable that the coffeehouse represented a marked shift in the representation
of publicity; it was truly the case that the monarchy was no longer represented “not for but ‘before’
the people”, but rather was increasingly side-lined as the representation of publicity shifted to an
ever-expanding bourgeois society which refined its wit and gained its voice.50 In providing an arena
for the voice of public opinion coffeehouses were paramount, as the space and the drug that they
offered combined to pose the exciting and dangerous potential for rational-critical debate, which
was entertained in most legitimate establishments. While this quality of discourse demonstrates
coffeehouses’ relationship with the more abstract public sphere, so too does the exclusivity of these
institutions in practice represent the harsh reality of the early bourgeois public sphere; a duality too
frequently overlooked. Just as it is too naïve to suggest that coffeehouses were egalitarian spaces, it
is similarly too simplistic to claim that coffeehouses only represented a select few. Rather,
coffeehouses, and the wider bourgeois public sphere, served the newly emerging bourgeoisie – the
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urban and commercial middle classes – and were democratic in their discourse, but not in their
franchise. The diversity that they did maintain contributed to the ‘variegated set of publics’ which
serve to demonstrate the true complexity of the public sphere in reality, which the vague
terminology fails to highlight. Naturally, as the bourgeois public sphere expanded its franchise –
coinciding with the decline of the coffeehouse – it began to “degenerate”, losing its fundamental
principle of rational-critical debate. No wonder the grim picture that Habermas paints of the public
sphere in its modern conception has inspired historians in the past thirty years to look back to this
period as a golden age of independent thought and critical discourse.
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